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SUMMARY
The scope of this paper is to present a macroelement model for shallow foundations encompassing the
majority of combinations of soil and foundation–soil interface conditions that are interesting for practical
applications. The basic idea of the formulation is to raise the common assumption that the surface of
ultimate loads of the foundation is identified as a yield surface in the space of force parameters which
the footing is subjected to. Instead, each non-linear mechanism participating in the global response of
the system is modelled independently and the surface of ultimate loads is retrieved as the combined
result of all active mechanisms. This allows formulating each mechanism by respecting its particular
characteristics and offers the possibility of activating, modifying or deactivating each mechanism according
to the context of application. The model comprises three non-linear mechanisms: (a) the mechanism of
sliding at the soil–footing interface, (b) the mechanism of soil yielding in the vicinity of the footing and
(c) the mechanism of uplift as the footing may get detached from the soil. The first two are irreversible
and dissipative and are combined within a multi-mechanism plasticity formulation. The third mechanism
is reversible and non-dissipative. It is reproduced with a phenomenological non-linear hyperelastic model.
The model is validated with respect to the existing results for shallow foundations under quasi-static
loading tests. It is shown that although the ultimate surface of the foundation is not explicitly used in the
formulation of the model, the obtained force states by the model are always contained within it. Copyright
䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Simplified models for the behaviour of shallow foundations
Many civil engineering applications require the consideration, within a unique model, of both
the structure and its foundation and also of the soil which is in its vicinity, and whose presence
produces non-linear phenomena that may affect the response of the structure, and consequently its
design, significantly. As two characteristic examples one can mention: (a) the design of off-shore
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Figure 1. (a) Engineering applications of simplified models of shallow foundations and (b) classes of
simplified models for shallow foundations: macroelements and Winkler-spring models.

structures, in which the foundation is subjected to large cyclic horizontal forces and overturning
moments due to the sea wave action and (b) the earthquake-resistant design of structures such as
tall buildings and bridges, in which the entire structure-foundation-soil system is subjected to the
seismic excitation (cf. Figure 1(a)).
Since the complete description of the foundation and the soil around it, with all the nonlinearities of material (irreversible soil behaviour, sliding along the interface) or geometric origin
(uplift of the foundation), is complicated and computationally expensive, engineering practice has
privileged, for this type of problems, the development of simplified models for the description of
the foundation-soil system behaviour. Such simplified models are easily cast into global models for
the superstructure and aim at reproducing the non-linear effects arising at the foundation level that
may be important for the overall design of the structure and the foundation. We will concentrate
herein on shallow foundations that may be assumed rigid with respect to the underlying soil.
There is a rich literature on simplified models for this case and one can generally classify them
in two groups (cf. Figure 1(b)): (a) so-called ‘macroelement’ (or force-resultant) models and (b)
models based on the Winkler decoupling hypothesis. In the first case the footing and the soil are
considered as a single ‘macroelement’ and a six degrees-of-freedom (dof) (3D case) or a three dofs
(2D case) model is formulated describing the resultant force-displacement behaviour of a point
(usually the centre) of the footing in the vertical, horizontal and rotational directions. In the second
case, the soil is replaced by a number of decoupled horizontal and vertical springs possessing
an appropriate (elastoplastic, contact-breaking etc.) constitutive law. The decoupling hypothesis is
convenient because it simplifies considerably the integration of the local spring response to obtain
the global footing response. However, it is bound to a number of limitations such as the difficulty
to calibrate model parameters and to describe the coupling between the vertical/rotational and
the horizontal dof of the footing. The interested reader may find Winkler-based models of various
degrees of sophistication and for various applications in the works [1–6].
The model presented in this paper belongs to the group of macroelement formulations. The next
paragraph provides a quick overview of existing macroelement models for shallow foundations.
1.2. Macroelements for shallow foundations: a brief overview
The evolution of macroelement models for shallow foundations seems to follow somehow parallel
developments with the theory of plasticity. Roscoe and Schofield [7, 8] are the first to have
suggested a treatment of the non-linear behaviour of shallow foundations based on the theory of
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Ultimate surface of a footing on sand identified as a plastic
yield surface. Reproduced from [12].

plasticity. The stress and deformation tensors are replaced by the resultant force and corresponding
displacement vectors with respect to which, a suitably chosen elastoplastic law is formulated. Nova
and Montrasio [9] have exploited this idea in formulating a model for strip footings on sand under
monotonic loading with an isotropic-hardening elastoplastic law. The basic idea of this model is
first to represent the bearing capacity of the foundation under combined loading as a surface in the
space of the resultant vertical and horizontal force and moment acting on the foundation following
the reasoning initiated by Salençon [10] and also by Butterfield [11]. Then this ultimate surface
is identified as the yield surface in the plasticity model (cf. Figure 2) regardless the mechanisms
governing its origin and is allowed to evolve according to a suitably chosen hardening law. In
parallel, the displacements of the footing are predicted by introducing an experimentally calibrated
flow rule, which turns out to be non-associated. This two-step modelling procedure has been
followed in a number of subsequent works [12–20] for different soil conditions (clays, loose and
dense sands) and different foundation geometries (strip, rectangular and circular) leading to very
accurate approximations of the ultimate surface (yield surface), the hardening rule and the flow
rule. Other works aimed at extending the applicability of such models to cyclic loading. Pedretti
[21] and subsequently Di Prisco et al. [22] retained the isotropic hardening rule of the Nova and
Montrasio model for the case of virgin loading and introduced a hypoplastic bounding surface
formulation for the cases of unloading/reloading. This allowed obtaining a continuous plastic
response for the footing all through the loading history. In parallel, Paolucci [23] initiated the
use of macroelement models for earthquake engineering applications, whereas Le Pape et al. [24]
and Le Pape and Sieffert [25] derived macroelement models similar to the Nova and Montrasio
model within a thermodynamically consistent framework. An original modelling approach was
proposed in the works of Crémer et al. [26, 27] in which, two distinct non-linear mechanisms (soil
plasticization and footing uplift) are formulated independently, whereas the global footing response
is obtained through their coupling. The model was developed for strip footings on cohesive soils
under seismic loading. Uplift was described by a geometric model and soil plasticization by a
kinematic and isotropic hardening plasticity model following Prévost [28]. Recently, Grange et al.
[29] modified the plasticity model of Crémer et al. [26, 27] for application to circular footings and
three-dimensional loading. A model with coupled uplift and soil plasticity has also been presented
by Shirato et al. [30].
1.3. Basic idea and objectives of the present model
A common observation regarding existing macroelement models is that they are based on the
heuristically adopted assumption introduced by Nova and Montrasio [9], namely that the surface
of ultimate loads of the system can be identified as a yield surface of a unique global plasticity
model. This assumption, being particularly helpful from the practical point of view, has nonetheless
some limitations because the ultimate surface of the foundation is actually obtained as a combined
result of different non-linear mechanisms (soil plasticization, uplift and sliding), which possess
their intrinsic characteristics and cannot always be put together into a unique plasticity model
framework.
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In order to overcome such limitations it is suggested not to adopt the aforementioned heuristic
hypothesis of Nova and Montrasio [9]. Instead, it is proposed to reconstruct the ultimate surface
of the foundation using as building blocks the mechanisms that actually produce it, and which
explicitly depend on the characteristics of the soil and the soil–footing interface. Each mechanism
can be modelled independently from one another and this allows respecting its particular characteristics. Then, the mechanisms that are relevant for each application are put together into the
macroelement in a coupled way so that the ultimate surface of the foundation is actually obtained
as their combined result. This modelling principle has been implemented in [31] for cohesive soil
and interface conditions.
Since the macroelement is a tool for performing quick simplified analyses, it must be simple
and versatile enough to be adapted to different foundation configurations (soil–interface–footing–
loading) with minor changes. The model presented herein aims at satisfying the following objectives:
(a) Possess a structure that allows unifying the most important cases of soil and footing–soil
interface properties that are interesting for practical applications. The user has the possibility
of defining the qualitative characteristics of the examined system in a hierarchical way
and of activating/deactivating or modifying the relevant mechanisms governing the global
response according to the context of application.
(b) Each mechanism is modelled in a way simple enough to allow extending it to different foundation geometries with only minor modifications. The procedure of parameter calibration is
straightforward and the number of parameters relatively small.
This paper focuses mainly on the development of such a unifying model. Validation is performed
for monotonic quasi-static loading whereas cyclic loading is not covered in this paper. Nonetheless,
a simple application to dynamic loading is presented in order to reveal some of the advantages of
the proposed formulation,
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the structure of the proposed model
by examining particular cases of soils and footing–soil interfaces in a hierarchical way of increasing
complexity. We describe the origin of the mechanisms defining the global response and the way
they are coupled. In each examined case, we highlight particular features of the system behaviour
and we give a description of the models adopted for the different non-linear mechanisms governing
the global response. In Section 3, we present several results obtained with the macroelement and
also their comparison with other available theoretical and experimental results. We close with some
general comments and conclusions.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE MACROELEMENT MODEL
2.1. Preliminaries: generalized forces and displacements
We initiate the exposition of several shallow foundation configurations by defining the generalized
force and displacement parameters with respect to which the macroelement model will be formulated. The presentation will be restricted to strip or circular rigid shallow footings under quasi-static
planar loading. Then we may introduce the resultant vertical force N , horizontal force V and
moment M acting on the footing and the corresponding displacements u z , u x and  y in Figure 3.
Moreover, it is convenient to work with parameters that are dimensionless, so we introduce the
following normalization scheme for the force and the displacement parameters:
⎛
⎛ ⎞ ⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
⎞
N/Nmax
u z /a
QN
qN
⎜
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎟
(1)
Q = ⎝ Q V ⎠ = ⎝ V /Nmax ⎠ , q = ⎝ qV ⎠ = ⎝ u x /a ⎠
QM

M/a Nmax

qM

y

In (1), Q is the dimensionless generalized force vector, q the dimensionless generalized displacement vector, a a characteristic footing dimension (width B of strip footing or diameter D of
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Generalized forces and displacements for the macroelement model.

circular footing) and Nmax is the maximum vertical force supported by the footing in the absence
of any horizontal force or moment: it corresponds to the apex point Q N = 1 in Figure 2. From
now on, Nmax will always refer to this quantity. From the definitions (1), the expression for the
work increment Ẇ in the dimensionless parameters is written
Ẇ = Q · q̇ =

N u̇ z + V u̇ x + M ˙ y
Ẇ
=
a Nmax
a Nmax

(2)

in other words, the dimensional work rate in the system Ẇ is normalized by the fixed quantity
a Nmax . Similarly, if we introduce the dimensionless generalized tangent stiffness matrix K by
writing
Q̇ = K q̇
then the elements of K are normalized according to
⎡
a K NN a K NV
⎢
1 ⎢ a K VN a K VV
K=
⎢
Nmax ⎣
K MN
K MV

(3)

K NM

⎤

⎥
K VM ⎥ ,
⎥
⎦
1
K MM
a

(4)

where K ij with i, j = N, V , M are the elements of the dimensional tangent stiffness.
2.2. Linear case: elastic soil and perfectly bonded interface
The simplest case of soil and interface properties is to consider that the soil is an infinite linear
elastic half-space and the footing–soil interface is perfectly bonded. Then the force–displacement
relationship of the footing is linear, which implies that the tangent stiffness matrix K is constant;
this matrix will be denoted K0 . This allows immediate integration of (3) to obtain:
Q = K0 q el .

(5)

In (5), we have introduced the notation q el for the elastic displacements of the foundation.
The constant elements of the stiffness matrix K0 are identified with the elastic impedances of
the foundation for quasi-static loading (named from now on static impedances), functions of the
footing geometry and the soil elastic properties. Solutions for the static impedances of various soil
and footing cases are reported in several works as in [32, 33]. For the examined case of shallow
rigid foundations (i.e. with negligible embedment depth), it turns out that the coupling terms K0ij
with i = j are negligible (cf. [33]) and the matrix K0 is diagonal. Commonly used approximation
relationships for the diagonal terms of K0 are reported in Table I, for the case of strip and circular
footings resting on a homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space. Both the dimensional (K ij0 , i = j )
and the normalized according to (4) values (K0ij , i = j ) of the static impedances of the foundation
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. Approximate relationships for the static impedances (dimensional and normalized) of strip and
circular footings on homogeneous isotropic linear elastic soil (cf. [32, 33]).
Mode

Vertical

Horizontal

Rotational

STRIP

0 = 0.73G
K NN
1−

0 = 2G
K VV
2−

0 = G B
K MM
8(1−)

B
K0NN = N0.73G
max (1−)

2G B
K0VV = Nmax
(2−)

G B
K0MM = 8Nmax
(1−)

0 = 2G D
K NN
1−

0 = 4G D
K VV
2−

0 = GD
K MM
3(1−)

CIRCULAR

2

2G D
K0NN = Nmax
(1−)

2

3

2

4G D
K0VV = Nmax
(2−)

2

GD
K0MM = 3Nmax
(1−)

Figure 4. (a) Introduction of geometric non-linearity: elastic soil and rough interface with zero tensile
strength, (b) behaviour of the system in the plane Q N − Q M (c) comparisons with finite element solutions
[26, 27] moment–rotation diagram, and (d) uplift–rotation coupling.

are given. Note that in the case of an infinitely long strip footing the exact static vertical impedance
KNN and horizontal impedance KVV turn out to be zero according to the theory of elasticity.
The values in Table I are obtained from the following approximate relationships proposed for
rectangular footings in [33]:

 0.75 
B
GL
0
K NN =
,
(6)
0.73+1.54
1−
L

 0.85 
B
GL
0
2+2.5
.
(7)
K VV =
2−
L
In (6) and (7) we have considered the term B/L negligible with respect to the constant term as
L → ∞ in order to obtain the relationships in Table I.
2.3. Geometric non-linearity: elastic soil and rough no-tension interface
We consider next the case of a linear elastic half-space and a rough interface with zero tensile
strength as in Figure 4(a). In other words, the footing is not allowed to slide but it is allowed to be
vertically detached from the soil surface. This actually introduces a non-linearity of geometric nature
because uplifting of the foundation modifies the soil-footing contact area and consequently the
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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static impedances of the foundation in all dofs. When examined in a − diagram, uplift introduces
a cut-off in the -axis at point  = 0, where  denotes the normal and  the tangential component
of the traction on the interface. In the sequel,  will be considered positive in compression. An
important remark is that uplift is a non-dissipative process, as it can be seen from the uplift
complementarity condition
0,

0 and  = 0,

(8)

where  is the admissible displacement associated with uplift. Additionally, it is reversible because
of the assumed reversible soil behaviour.
In performing the passage to the macroelement ‘scale’, the geometry of the system is lumped
into a single point so describing the uplift mechanism by a continuous updating of the footing-soil
contact area is a priori excluded. As a matter of fact, uplift may be described by a phenomenological
non-linear hyperelastic model that respects its reversible and non-dissipative character. Before uplift
initiation, the response remains linear and the tangent elastic stiffness matrix remains constant and
equal to K0 . After uplift initiation, and as long as the footing remains at least partially in contact
with the soil, the tangent elastic stiffness matrix will not be constant any more but rather a function
of the level of elastic displacements of the foundation
⎧
⎨ K0
before uplift initiation,
K=
(9)
⎩ K(q el , K0 ) after uplift initiation.
In a dynamic analysis, it may also turn out that the resultant vertical force on the foundation is
negative: Q N <0. This situation corresponds to a footing being entirely detached from the soil (in
the absence of moment loading) and it will not be covered by the present model (cf Figure 4(b)).
Concerning the dependence of K on q el , we will adopt the common assumption (cf [26, 27])
that uplift has a negligible effect on the system response under horizontal force. In other words,
the coupling terms with the horizontal force are set to zero (KVN = KVM = KNV = KMV = 0)
and the diagonal term equals to the static horizontal impedance (KVV = K0VV ) even after uplift
initiation. Then, Equation (9) will be written with respect to the vertical and the rotational dof
only. In order to determine the functional dependence in (9), we use solutions from finite element
analyses reported in [26, 27] for strip footings and in [34, 35] for circular footings. The analyses
were performed by fixing the vertical force on the footing ( Q̇ N = 0) and then increasing the moment
until toppling. These analyses result in three approximation relationships as it has been shown
with more details in [31, 36]. The first one provides the moment of uplift initiation as a function
of the applied vertical force. For a footing uplifting on an elastic soil, this relationship is linear.
The second yields the moment–rotation non-linear relationship and the third the coupling between
vertical uplift and rotation during uplift (both for Q̇ N = 0).
Moment of uplift initiation:
1
Q M,0 = ± Q N


(10)

Moment–rotation diagram ( Q̇ N = 0):

 el 1/(
q M,0
QM
= −( −1)
el
Q M,0
qM

Rotation–uplift coupling ( Q̇ N = 0):
q̇ N
=
q̇ M


1−

el
q M,0
el
qM

−1)

(11)


(12)

The above relationships are compared in Figures 4(c) and (d) with finite element solutions
pertaining to a strip footing uplifting on an elastic soil presented in [26, 27]. The agreement is
very satisfactory for the desired level of accuracy of the macroelement model.
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Table II. Numerical parameters of approximation relationships (10)–(12) of the uplift
model for strip and circular footings on an elastic soil.

STRIP

4

2

CIRCULAR

6

3

1
2
3
4

The values of the numerical parameters , , are summarized for strip and circular footings in
el tend to infinity in Equation
Table II. The toppling limit in Figure 4(b) is obtained by letting q M
(11). It is interesting to note that the toppling limit is obtained implicitly from Equation (11)
without the introduction of a separate expression. It is further noted that the aforementioned finite
element analyses are performed following the rather narrow set of loading paths that comply
with the condition Q̇ N = 0, so the available data expressed by the relationships (10)–(12) are not
sufficient for a complete determination of (9). In order to extrapolate the available results to all
possible loading paths, we will make use of the symmetry of the elastic tangent stiffness matrix
(symmetry is enforced by the assumption of hyperelasticity which ensures existence of an elastic
potential from which the non-linear force–displacement relationships are derived) and additionally
we will introduce the assumption (which is somehow similar to the one adopted for the horizontal
degree of freedom) that the element KNN remains constant even after uplift initiation and equal to
K0NN . With these two additional considerations, Equations (10)–(12) yield the following non-linear
tangent elastic stiffness matrix
⎛
⎞ ⎡
⎤⎛ ⎞
Q̇ N
KNN
q̇ N
0
KNM
⎜
⎟ ⎢
⎥
⎜
⎟
⎜ Q̇ V ⎟ = ⎣ 0
KVV
0 ⎦ ⎝ q̇V ⎠ ,
(13)
⎝
⎠
KMN
0
KMM
q̇ M
Q̇ M
with elements given by

KMN = KNM =

KMM =

⎧
⎪
K0MM
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎩ KMM

KNN = K0NN,

(14)

KVV = K0VV,

(15)

⎧
0
⎪
⎪
⎨

el
el
if |q M
||q M,0
|,



el
q M,0
el
el
⎪
⎪
|>|q M,0
|,
if |q M
⎩ KNN 1− el
qM

(16)

el
el
if |q M
||q M,0
|,



el
q M,0





−1

el
qM

+

2

K0NN

1−

el
q M,0
el
qM

2

(17)
el
el
if |q M
|>|q M,0
|.

el
represents the elastic rotation angle at the moment of uplift
In (16) and (17) the quantity q M,0
initiation. It is given by the relationship:
el
=
q M,0

Q M,0
K0MM

=±

QN
K0MM

.

(18)

It is emphasized that although the element KNN remains constant during uplift, the coupling
term KNM reproduces the apparent uplift of the foundation when the increment of the vertical
force is zero. It is also noted that since the available data for determination of (9) is incomplete,
the elastic tangent stiffness matrix that reproduces the finite element results cannot be uniquely
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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determined. Indeed, Wolf [33, 34] has proposed an alternative treatment of uplift in which K
remains diagonal even after uplift initiation. The coupling term KNM remains zero and the term
KNN is reduced accordingly.
The approximate character of the two approaches is highlighted by considering a displacement
increment after uplift initiation with q̇ N = 0 and q̇ M = 0. In the presented approach, the coupling term
KMN describes the change of the moment loading that is necessary to keep the rotation angle of the
footing unchanged as the vertical displacement is varying. However, the vertical force increment is
calculated using the term K0NN , i.e. as if full contact applies. In Wolf’s approach, the vertical force
increment is calculated correctly with a reduced vertical stiffness but the corresponding change in
moment cannot be captured since the coupling term is zero. It is deemed that the presented approach
is more relevant for large variations of the moment and small variations of the vertical force on
the foundation, which is indeed the case for the engineering applications under consideration.
2.4. Material non-linearity: cohesive soil and bonded interface
We return to the case of a perfectly bonded interface, but we consider hereafter that the admissible
stresses in the soil are limited by a strength criterion: we start with the case of undrained conditions
in cohesive soils. These are commonly described by the classical Tresca criterion, in which the
soil exhibits a cohesion c varying linearly with depth. The examined foundation configuration is
represented in Figure 5(a). When the shear strength c within the soil is exceeded because of the
foundation loading, the soil develops plastic deformations and dissipates energy. This introduces
a different kind of non-linearity in the system (viewed in its entirety), which, in contrast to uplift,
is of material origin, dissipative and irreversible and will be described by a plasticity model
written in terms of the generalized forces and displacements. Some standard results from the
homogenization theory allow us to anticipate the following: (a) if the behaviour at the micro-scale
(soil) is associative, the same will hold in the scale of the macroelement. This is a consequence of the
fact that the principle of maximum plastic dissipation is preserved in passing to the macroelement
scale (cf. [37]). (b) Even though the soil may be elastic-perfectly plastic, some hardening will
appear in passing to the macroelement scale. As a matter of fact, soil behaviour is highly non-linear
from the initial increments of loading, so a model is desirable in which a continuous plastic response
is obtained in virgin loading and in reloading. For the above reasons, we formulate a bounding
surface hypoplastic model following the developments presented by Dafalias and Hermann [38].
The main idea of bounding surface hypoplasticity is that the yield surface of classical plasticity
is replaced by a bounding surface denoted by f BS : in the interior of this surface a continuous
plastic response is obtained as a function of the distance between the actual force state Q and
an image point I(Q) on the bounding surface, defined through an appropriately chosen mapping
rule (cf. Figure 5(b)). As the force state Q approaches the bounding surface, the plastic response
becomes more and more pronounced. A plastic flow is eventually produced when the force state
Q reaches the bounding surface: this situation corresponds to a bearing capacity failure of the
foundation. We can thus identify the bounding surface f BS with the ultimate surface of a footing
resting on a cohesive soil and a perfectly bonded interface (no uplift nor sliding allowed) and
note that in this particular case (material non-linearity only), the basic hypothesis of Nova and
Montrasio complies with the system characteristics and is perfectly justified. Gouvernec [39, 40]
has presented numerical results offering a detailed determination of the ultimate surface of footings
of various shapes that rest on cohesive soils and perfectly bonded interfaces. A sufficient, for the
scope of macroelement modelling, and simple approximation is obtained by considering that the
ultimate surface is an ellipsoid centred at the origin:
2 
2

QM
QV
2
f BS (Q) = Q N +
+
−1 = 0.
(19)
Q M,max
Q V,max
It has been shown in [41, 42] that the functional form of (19) remains approximately independent
of footing geometry and soil heterogeneity. Consequently, the only parameters that need to be
identified are Q V,max and Q M,max which define the maximum horizontal force and moment
respectively: they occur for a zero vertical force and they are given for different cases in Table III
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Figure 5. (a) Shallow foundation on a purely cohesive soil and a perfectly bonded interface and
(b) bounding surface in the space of the generalized forces.
Table III. Parameters defining the bounding surface for heterogeneous cohesive soils.

a∇c = 0
c0

STRIP
CIRCULAR

a∇c = 2
c0

STRIP
CIRCULAR

a∇c = 6
c0

STRIP
CIRCULAR

Nmax

Q N,max

Q V ,max

Q M,max

5.14c0 a

1

1
5.14 = 0.195
1
6.05 = 0.165
1
8.01 = 0.125
1
7.63 = 0.131
1
10.29 = 0.097
1
9.68 = 0.103

0.57 = 0.111 [40]
5.14
0.67 = 0.111 [39]
6.05
0.95 = 0.119 [40]
8.01
0.88 = 0.115 [39]
7.63
1.35
10.29 = 0.131 [40]
1.25 = 0.129 [39]
9.68

a 2

6.05c0 4 [43]
8.01c0 a [44]
a 2

7.63c0 4 [44]
10.29c0 a [44]
a 2

9.68c0 4 [44]

1
1
1
1
1

(in Table III, ∇c represents the vertical cohesion gradient). The quantity Nmax is retrieved from
solutions presented in [44]. Q V,max is obtained by the condition of sliding along the interface
because of the soil strength criterion. Finally, Q M,max is obtained for strip footings and circular
footings from solutions presented in [40, 41], respectively.
As far as the mapping rule for determination of the image point I(Q) is concerned, we choose
a simple radial rule; actually such a mapping rule corresponds to the case of proportional loading
of the footing until bearing capacity failure. The image point I(Q) is thus defined by the following
expression:
I(Q) = { Q|I ∈ * f BS , >1}.

(20)

With the aid of the image point I(Q) we define the direction of plastic displacements and
the magnitude of the plastic modulus. Initially, we introduce the unit normal vector n on the
image point I(Q), which serves for the definition of the cases of plastic loading, neutral loading
and unloading for a given force increment Q̇ as in classical plasticity (plastic loading: Q̇ ·n>0,
unloading: Q̇ ·n<0, neutral loading: Q̇ ·n = 0). In the case of unloading and neutral loading the
response is elastic. In the case of plastic loading, we can introduce the plastic modulus by writing
Q̇ = H q̇ pl ,

(21)

where q̇ pl is the increment of plastic displacements. By inverting (21) (assuming that an inverse
always exists) one obtains:
q̇ pl = H−1 Q̇.

(22)

As it was noted previously, if the behaviour at the micro-scale (soil) is associated the same must
hold for the behaviour at the macroelement scale. For a cohesive soil, an associated behaviour
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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is commonly adopted for which the inverse plastic modulus at the macroelement level for an
associated behaviour is written
1
(23)
H−1 = n ⊗n
h
with n being the normal at I(Q) and h a scalar quantity, which expresses the extent of plastic
response; in the context of bounding surface hypoplasticity h is a function of the distance between
the force state Q and its image point I(Q). A convenient measure of this distance is the scalar
parameter defined in (20). For the functional dependence between h and we may introduce
the following simple relationship:
h = h 0 ln .

(24)

This expression coincides with a general hardening rule for soils proposed in [11] and is convenient
for monotonic loading. In the case of cyclic loading, a similar relationship may be proposed with
the introduction of a loading history parameter min which reads:


p+1

h = h 0 ln

(25)

p
min

In (25), h 0 and p are numerical constants and min is the minimum value attained by the
parameter during loading. The meaning of (25) is the following: in virgin loading = min and
(24) is retrieved. In reloading > min and the response is less plastic since the ratio / min >1
always. The numerical parameters h 0 and p can typically be calibrated from a test of a footing
subjected to vertical loading.
It is worth pointing out that the general bounding surface hypoplasticity formulation and expressions (24) and (25), in particular, are by no means restrictive for a macroelement formulation
and they are herein proposed because of their simplicity and of the small number of intrinsic
numerical parameters involved. Other possibilities are plasticity formulations with isotropic and
kinematic hardening as in [26, 27, 29], combinations of isotropic hardening and bounding surface
hypoplasticity [22], etc. In terms of qualitative characteristics, expressions (24) and (25) yield a
plasticity model that leads to cycle stabilization under repeated cyclic loading. Shakedown can
also be obtained with minor modifications, for example, by letting the parameter h 0 increase with
the cumulative dissipated energy or plastic displacements. Perfect plasticity may be obtained by
letting h → ∞ within the bounding surface. Additionally, expressions (24) and (25) correspond to
a so-to-say isotropic (cf paragraph 3.1) plasticity model, in the sense that h does not depend on
the loading path but only on the parameter . This assumption is particularly convenient because
of the small number of numerical parameters necessary. Of course, this feature can be improved
by more sophisticated path-dependent expressions if experimental data do indicate so. Finally, as
far as neutral loading is concerned, we note that the hypoplastic model proposed herein with the
ellipsoidal bounding surface implies an infinite number of homothetic ellipsoidal ‘classical’ yield
surfaces. Consequently, neutral plastic loading is obtained if the force state is moving on such a
surface in the space of the generalized forces.
2.5. Cohesive soil and general interface: angular points, uplift–plasticity coupling,
non-associativity
We examine next the case of a cohesive soil with surface cohesion c0 and vertical cohesion
gradient ∇c and a footing–soil interface obeying to a general Mohr–Coulomb strength criterion
with interface cohesion cint , interface friction angle int and a tension cut-off 0int :
f int (, ) = sup{||−cint − tan

0
int , int −}0.

(26)

Equation (26) implies a criterion written with respect to the generalized forces of the macroelement which reads as follows:
f int (Q) = sup{|Q V |− Q 0V,int − Q N tan
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Cohesive soil combined with general interface.

Figure 7. Cohesive soil combined with purely cohesive interface.

with the quantities in (27) defined with respect to their corresponding quantities in (26): Q 0V,int =
cint A/Nmax and Q 0N ,int = 0int A/Nmax , A denoting the area of the footing. The force parameter Q M
that does not have an equivalent in (26) but appears in passing from the local to the macroelement
scale.
The different possible combinations that exist for the parameters Q 0V,int , int and Q 0N ,int will give
rise to different interface properties which will determine the theoretical and numerical treatment
for the macroelement when combined with the soil. Some interesting possibilities for the interface
are presented in the following:
• In Figure 6, the general interface is presented together with the bounding surface describing the
soil in the space of the generalized forces (plane Q N − Q V ). The interface strength parameters
Q 0N ,int , int and Q 0V,int are large enough (in absolute value) that the system behaviour is
exclusively determined by the soil.
• Angular points. In Figure 7, a cohesive soil is combined with a purely cohesive interface ( int =
0, 0int → −∞) exhibiting an interface cohesion cint smaller than the soil surface cohesion c0
(or equivalently Q V,max>Q 0V,int ). The domain of the admissible force states for the foundation
in the space of the generalized forces is defined by the intersection of the two strength criteria
f BS and f int : this domain is convex but non-smooth. Angular points can be handled using
the multi-mechanism plasticity theory [45, 46]. The main idea of the theory is that when the
elastic domain is piece-wise smooth, the direction of plastic displacements at the angular
points can be written as a linear combination with positive coefficients of the directions of
plastic displacements of the intersecting surfaces. In the examined case, both the considered
surfaces f BS and f int will exhibit an associated behaviour with plastic displacement directions
denoted by n BS and n int, respectively. At the points of non-smoothness, the direction of the
plastic displacements n × will be written as:
n× =

1 n BS + 2 n int

(28)

with 1 , 2 being positive scalar quantities to be determined from the yield and consistency
conditions of the two plastic mechanisms. It is thus understood that within the macroelement
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Cohesive soil combined with rough tensionless interface: (a) plane Q N − Q V (b) plane Q N − Q M
and (c) ultimate surface of the foundation (extract from [48]).

formulation, two independent mechanisms are brought together that reflect the soil and the
soil–footing interface properties of the examined foundation. The soil is described by the
presented bounding surface hypoplastic formulation and the interface by the simple elasticperfectly plastic Tresca model. The elastic domain is an ellipsoid centred at the origin and
truncated by the two symmetric planes Q V = ±Q 0V,int. In terms, of its numerical treatment,
multi-mechanism plasticity requires a two-stage iterative algorithm: the load or displacement
history is initially discretized as in the classical plasticity. Then, for each increment, an iterative
procedure is launched that checks and updates those plasticity mechanisms that are active
(yield condition violated) and then satisfies the yield and consistency conditions. For the needs
of the presented macroelement, we have appropriately modified the algorithm presented by
Prévost & Keane [47] for application with respect to the generalized parameters Q, q.
• Uplift–plasticity coupling. In Figure 8, the considered cohesive soil is combined with a
perfectly rough tensionless interface: tan int → ∞, cint → ∞, 0int = 0. This couples the nondissipative and reversible phenomenon of uplift of the footing that was treated with a non-linear
elastic Q −q el relationship in Section 2.3 with the dissipative and irreversible mechanism
of soil plasticity that was treated in Section 2.4 with the bounding surface hypoplasticity
formulation. This coupling is practically achieved by considering that for a given force
increment Q̇, the corresponding displacement increment q̇ can be decomposed into an elastic
part q̇ el obtained from the non-linear hyperelastic model and a plastic part q̇ pl complying
with the bounding surface hypoplastic model:
q̇ = q̇ el + q̇ pl .

(29)

Equation (29) concretizes a highly non-linear problem that requires the simultaneous resolution
of the two non-linear sub-problems of uplift and of plasticity. For the numerical treatment
Copyright 䉷 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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of this problem, we implement a simplifying strategy that solves the plasticity non-linear
problem iteratively with an implicit scheme and the uplift problem with an explicit scheme in
a single iteration. This is a deliberate choice that reduces the computational cost considerably,
however it may give rise to an accumulated numerical error when uplift is treated without
plasticity, if the (load or displacement) increment is large or if the loading history is long
(for example, repeated cyclic loading). In configurations with uplift and plasticity, this error
is dissipated within the implicit treatment of the plasticity mechanism. Additional elements
of the uplift–plasticity coupling are the following:
(a) In the plane Q N − Q V , the perfectly rough tensionless interface introduces a cut-off at
Q N = 0 as in Figure 8(a).
(b) In the plane Q N − Q M , the combination of uplift with plasticity has the consequence that
the surface of uplift initiation is no longer linear as shown in Figure 8(b). Crémer et al.
[26, 27] investigated uplift initiation of a footing on an elastoplastic soil and proposed the
following ad hoc relationship:
Q M,0 = ±

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Q N − Q N
e


(30)

The value of the parameter  is expected to vary according to the soil plasticity model
adopted. Crémer et al. [26, 27] suggested a range between  = 1.5 and 2.5. The toppling
limit is also non-linear; however, this does not need to be explicitly defined since it will be
obtained indirectly (as in Section 2.3) from the coupling of uplift with plasticity. Note that
before uplift initiation the elastic part of the system response is linear and is given by the
static impedances of the footing. However, there is also a plastic response as the bounding
surface hypoplastic model predicts it from the initial increments of loading. Beyond the
curve of uplift initiation, the elastic response of the system becomes non-linear and the
uplift equations presented in Section 2.3 apply.
The surface of ultimate loads of the system takes the form of half an ellipsoid in the
plane Q N − Q V and the form of a rugby ball in the plane Q N − Q M . This is in perfect
agreement with upper bound approximations of the ultimate surface of strip and circular
footings on rough tensionless interfaces and cohesive soils presented by Chatzigogos et al.
[48] and schematically depicted in Figure 8(c). This reveals that knowledge of the global
ultimate surface is not necessary for the macroelement formulation but only for assuring its
coherence and shows how the ultimate surface can be obtained from a consistent description
of the mechanisms that actually produce it.
Neutral loading may be defined in this setting by the following conditions: the force state
is moving on a homothetic ellipsoidal surface and, additionally, the combinations of Q N
and Q M are such that the footing contact area remains unaffected (no uplift or contact is
produced). This leads to a rather narrow set of loading paths as it has been explained in [31].
It is noted that with the implementation of the hypoplastic bounding surface model, it is
not possible to obtain uplift without the activation of the plasticity mechanism, which is
consistent with real soil behaviour. However, this may not be the case for other plasticity
models (e.g. a perfect plasticity formulation) in which uplift can indeed be activated before
soil plasticity.
Cyclic loading. A much more complicated coupling between uplift and plasticity is obtained
under moment cycling loading: the back and forth rocking of the footing tends to round the
soil surface, which causes a gradual decrease of the footing contact area and a subsequent
decrease of the rotational static impedance of the footing. This phenomenon has been
verified experimentally (cf [49–51]) and turns out to be of paramount importance to
reproduce the observed behaviour of shallow foundations under dynamic loading. It has
been confronted with a ‘damage mechanics’-inspired model in [52] and with a geometric
model (simplified keeping track of the actual contact area of the footing during loading)
in [53]. With respect to the presented model, taking this phenomenon into account would
imply that the normalization scheme (1) be updated for each increment in the procedure
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Figure 9. Cohesive soil combined with frictional interface in the plane Q N − Q V .

since both the characteristic dimension of the foundation a and the quantity Nmax are
changing due to the footing contact area reduction. This phenomenon has not been yet
introduced in the present model.
• Frictional interface. We finally examine the case in which a cohesive soil is combined with a
0 , 0 = 0. As it is presented in Figure 9, the
frictional interface with friction angle int and cint
int
interface strength criterion introduces the two Mohr–Coulomb branches in the plane Q N − Q V ,
which form the domain of admissible force states in combination with the ellipsoidal bounding
surface describing soil plasticity. The angular points that arise from the intersection of the
two failure criteria can be handled within the multi-mechanism plasticity framework already
presented, with the exception that the frictional interface will exhibit (as it is commonly
assumed) a non-associated behaviour. This does not pose any difficulty as long as the direction
of plastic displacements n int is uniquely determined. Additionally, the non-dissipative and
reversible mechanism of uplift will be induced as it is seen from the condition 0int = 0.
Consequently, the behaviour of the system in the Q N − Q M plane will be identical to the one
presented in Figure 8(b). The ultimate surface of the system will have the form of a rugby
ball in both the Q N − Q M and the Q N − Q V (cf. Figure 9) planes.
The presented configurations cover the most important cases of interfaces for practical applications. The case of an interface with a non-zero tension cut-off 0int , small enough in absolute
value to interfere with the bearing capacity of the footing, can also be treated. In this case, uplift
takes place with energy dissipation and can thus be described as a second plasticity mechanism
related to the interface, different from the one describing the irreversible behaviour of the soil.
Conceptually, the curves of uplift initiation must be translated by the quantity Q 0N ,int along the
axis Q N and become yield surfaces that evolve with some hardening law and flow rule (that
need to be determined) towards the toppling limits. This is actually what has been proposed in
previous macroelement formulations considering uplift together with soil plasticity as in [26, 27].
A difficulty of this consideration is that the flow rule turns out to be non-associated because of the
intrinsic geometric non-linearity of uplift and requires together with the hardening rule a difficult
phenomenological calibration. For these reasons, the alternative description of uplift with a nonlinear elastic model was qualified herein; it applies in the case 0int = 0 remaining consistent with
the reversible and non-dissipative character of the uplift mechanism.
2.6. Frictional soil
We conclude the presentation of shallow foundation configurations by considering the case of
a purely frictional soil with friction angle and non-associated behaviour and for simplicity a
bonded interface. Within the soil volume the stresses comply with the classical Mohr–Coulomb
criterion, which is written for every plane in the soil, including the horizontal plane directly below
the footing (cf. Figure 10(a)):
f (, ) = ||− tan 0.

(31)

In the horizontal plane below the footing, the criteria for the soil and the interface are combined
and since the interface is considered bonded the response is determined by the soil criterion only.
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Figure 10. (a) Shallow foundation laying on a frictional soil; (b) construction of the global ultimate surface
with a sliding, soil plasticity and combined mechanism; and (c) ultimate surface with sliding and soil
plasticity mechanisms and a unique plastic potential.

It is obvious that the considered criterion when referred to the horizontal plane below the footing
intrinsically comprises the following mechanisms for the footing response:
• The mechanism of sliding along the interface, which is the consequence of violating the
Mohr–Coulomb criterion in the plane below the footing (assuming it is implemented with a
flow rule with zero dilation). This mechanism is preponderant in the case of small vertical
force Q N and moment Q M and significant horizontal force Q V on the footing. It can be
described by the two Mohr–Coulomb branches with non-associated flow rule in the plane
Q N − Q V as explained for the case of frictional interface. Obviously, if a frictional soil is
combined with a frictional interface with int < , the sliding mechanism is defined by int .
• The mechanism of uplift ( = 0 on the plane below the footing), which takes place without
energy dissipation and is reversible as explained above. This mechanism is preponderant for
small Q N , Q V and significant Q M . It can be described with the presented phenomenological
non-linear hyperelastic model written with respect to Q N and Q M .
• The mechanism describing the soil irreversible behaviour. This mechanism retains the characteristics that were discussed for cohesive soils. In particular, it has to yield a continuous plastic
response that becomes more and more significant with increasing Q N . It is preponderant for
small Q V , Q M and significant Q N . This suggests that the hypoplastic formulation with the
ellipsoidal bounding surface and the radial mapping rule introduced in the case of cohesive
soils may be retained for frictional soils as well, with the exception that in the examined case,
it has to be implemented with a non-associated flow rule in order to be consistent with the soil
behaviour at the local scale. Therefore, Equation (23) that yields the inverse plastic modulus
H−1 and consequently the increment of plastic displacements q̇ pl has to be replaced by the
following expression:
1
H−1 = n ⊗n g .
h
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In (32), n g represents the direction of the plastic displacements increment that does not
coincide with the unit normal vector n on the bounding surface at the image point. Classically,
the direction n g can be defined as a unit normal vector on some plastic potential surface
g(Q) = f BS (Q) [37].
The three aforementioned mechanisms are combined in the space of the generalized forces in a
way similar to the previously presented cases. In particular, the behaviour of the system in the plane
Q N − Q M is again identical to the one presented in Figure 8(b) with the hypoplastic model being
non-associated. The behaviour of the system in the plane Q N − Q V is described in Figure 10(b):
the two non-associated mechanisms of sliding and soil plasticity are combined in a way similar
to the case of a cohesive soil and frictional interface. However, in the examined configuration,
non-smoothness of the elastic domain at the points of intersection of the two mechanisms can
be questioned since both of them originate from the unique local soil behaviour. (Note that other
angular points can exist in the ultimate surface, e.g. Q N = 0, Q N = 1). Two possibilities exist in
order to cancel the non-smoothness at the points of intersection of the two mechanisms
(a) To consider a third separate family of mechanisms that is obtained from a weighted superposition of the sliding and the soil plasticity mechanisms and which smoothen the ultimate surface
at the points of intersection. This resembles a technique that has already been performed
in the context of upper bound yield design theory in the works [54, 55]. In this way, each
mechanism is equipped with its proper flow rule. The resulting smooth ultimate surface is
schematically presented in Figure 10(b) (plane Q N − Q V ) and considered in its entirety is
practically identical to the ultimate surface presented in Figure 2. It is thus understood, that
the unique plasticity mechanism of the Nova and Montrasio hypothesis described by the
ultimate surface of the footing is actually decomposed into three independent mechanisms
(sliding, uplift and soil plasticity). This approach has the advantage of preserving the particular characteristics of each mechanism and unifies the basic cases of shallow foundation
configurations.
(b) A simpler possibility is to define the vector n g in a unique and continuous way even across
the points of intersection of the two mechanisms, i.e. to associate the proposed piece-wise
smooth ultimate surface with a smooth plastic potential function g(Q) as in Figure 10(c).
This simplified approach can take advantage of various experimentally calibrated global
plastic potential and yield surfaces proposed since the presentation of the model of Nova and
Montrasio (cf. [9, 12, 14–27]). These are also useful in defining the parameters Q V,max Q M,max
for frictional soils. The calibration of these parameters is performed by considering that the
hypoplastic bounding surface must be coincident with the Nova and Montrasio surface for
large values of Q N (Q N >0.5), i.e. for response without uplift.

2.7. Summary of the covered cases
The approach of decomposing the global footing–soil behaviour into the non-linear mechanisms
that actually produce it and then describing each one respecting its particular characteristics lies
on the basis of the proposed macroelement formulation for shallow foundations. Three principal
mechanisms were identified: (a) the mechanism of soil irreversible behaviour pertaining to the
bearing capacity failure of the footing: it was described with a hypoplastic bounding surface
plasticity model and an associated or non-associated flow rule according to the soil properties, (b)
the mechanism of sliding along the footing–soil interface: it was determined by the superposition
of the strength criteria (and their corresponding flow rules) of the soil and the interface in the
horizontal plane directly below the footing and (c) the mechanism of uplift as the footing is getting
detached from the soil surface: it was described by a non-linear hyperelastic model respecting
its reversible and non-dissipative nature. The approach allows unifying into one formulation the
most important combinations of soils and interfaces for practical applications. Table IV presents
the model features for all possible combinations of a purely cohesive, a cohesive without tensile
strength and a purely frictional soil and soil–footing interface.
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Table IV. Summary of the covered cases by the presented macroelement formulation.
Interface

Soil
Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Associated sliding
along the interface

Associated sliding
along the interface

Non-associated sliding
along the interface

Multi-mechanism plasticity if cint <c0 (truncated ellipsoid)

Multi-mechanism plasticity if cint <C0 (truncated ellipsoid)

Multi-mechanism
plasticity always

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
associated flow rule

Associated sliding
along the interface

Associated sliding
along the interface

Non-associated sliding
along the interface

Multi-mechanism plasticity if cint <c0 (truncated ellipsoid)

Multi-mechanism plasticity if cint <c0 (truncated ellipsoid)

Multi-mechanism
plasticity always

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
non-associated flow
rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
non-associated
flow
rule

Ellipsoidal hypoplastic
bounding surface with
non-associated
flow
rule

Non-associated sliding
along the interface
with possible interference of the associated
interface criterion

Non-associated sliding
along the interface
with possible interference of the associated
interface criterion

Non-associated sliding
along the interface
with the minimum
between int , .

Multi-mechanism plasticity always

Multi-mechanism
plasticity always

Multi-mechanism
plasticity always

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift

Non-linear
hyperelastic model
for uplift
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3. RESULTS: QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
This section presents several results obtained using the proposed macroelement formulation. We
focus on the case of shallow foundations on frictional soils and we refer the reader to [31, 36] for
results related to cohesive soils.
3.1. Behaviour under vertical loading
We examine initially the behaviour of the system under vertical loading. The macroelement is used
to reproduce experimental results obtained within the European research project TRISEE [56].
A rigid square footing with side equal to 1(m) which is lying on the surface of either a ‘low-density’
or a ‘high-density’ sand is subjected to a series of loading histories: we herein concentrate on the
test on a high-density sand (Dr = 85%) under vertical loading (test T26 in the nomenclature of the
TRISEE campaign). A detailed description of the experimental setup and the soil properties can
be found in [56, 57].
The loading history under vertical loading only implies that the force state in the space of the
generalized force moves along the Q N -axis. The image point of the force state is the point Q N = 1
always and the direction of plastic displacements is obviously aligned with the Q N -axis. The
relevant macroelement parameters are the bearing vertical force of the footing Nmax , the vertical
0
static impedance of the footing K NN
and the plasticity model parameters h 0 , p (see (25)). The
square footing has been modelled as an equivalent circular footing with diameter D = 1.128 m
and the test has been simulated by imposing the vertical displacement of the footing centre and
measuring the vertical reaction force. The best fit values of the model parameters are given in
Table V and the comparison between the measured and the predicted force–displacement curve of
the footing in Figure 11, showing a satisfactory agreement between the predicted and the observed
behaviour. The results are presented in terms of the normalized quantities Q N , q N . With respect
0 is identified as the slope of the Q −q diagram in
to parameter calibration, the parameter K NN
N
N
the unloading branch BC, the parameter h 0 is determined so as to fit the initial loading branch AB
and the parameter p so as to fit the reloading branch CD. A convenient measure of h 0 is to be
0
given as a percentage of the normalized static impedance K0NN = K NN
D/Nmax . Note that the case
of elastic reloading can generally be reproduced by setting p equal to a very large number.
Comments. The property of ‘isotropy’ of the proposed plasticity model implies that once the
parameters h 0 , p have been calibrated through a vertical loading test as it was shown, they suffice
for all possible loading histories; this is particularly advantageous for the parameter calibration
procedure of the macroelement since it requires only two parameters for the plasticity model that
are determined from a single test. However, real footing behaviour may suggest that an isotropic
model is not sufficiently accurate: in particular, for vertical loading tests the behaviour in reloading
(cf branch CD in Figure 11) is in most cases quasi-linear, which may yield a parameter p that is too
stiff for the behaviour under horizontal force and moment. In this case, ‘anisotropic’ formulations
can be anticipated in which the scalar quantity h in (32) has to be replaced by a suitably defined
tensorial quantity. Such formulations are more accurate but obviously they require a larger number
of model parameters.
The classical logarithmic expression (24) is used to reproduce the non-linear behaviour
of the system in virgin vertical loading. This expression implies a gradual increase of the
vertical force with increasing vertical displacement towards the limit load of the foundation.

Table V. Numerical parameters for simulation of test T26 of the TRISEE experimental
campaign (test under vertical loading).

Unit
Value

D (equivalent)

Nmax

0
K NN

h0

p

(m)
1.128

(kN)
1500

(kN/m)
2×106

(—)
0.18K0NN

(—)
50
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Figure 11. Macroelement simulation of the test T26 of the TRISEE experimental campaign: behaviour of
the system under vertical loading.

Consequently, dilative behaviour that can be relevant for footings on very dense sands cannot be
captured by this formulation.
3.2. Horizontal force and moment monotonic tests
We examine next the model performance in reproducing monotonic static tests of footings under
horizontal force and moment loading. The model is used to reproduce experimental tests presented
in [14]. A rigid circular footing of diameter D = 0.1 m which is lying on a uniform sand of known
properties is subjected to a series of so-called ‘swipe tests’: these are displacement-controlled tests
aiming at investigating the shape of the ultimate surface of the foundation. Swipe tests usually
concern loading in two stages: initially a vertical displacement is imposed on the footing inducing
a certain vertical reaction force and the corresponding level of soil plasticization. In the second
stage, the vertical position of the footing being kept fixed, a monotonically increasing horizontal
displacement, rotation or a combination of both is applied on the foundation and the reaction
force path is recorded in the space of the generalized forces. Among the large number of swipe
tests presented in [14], we simulate herein the tests GG03, GG07, GG04 and GG08 (as denoted
in [14]). The first two are swipe tests under horizontal force (imposed horizontal displacement)
and the latter under moment loading (imposed rotation). Tests GG03 and GG04 involve an initial
phase of pure vertical loading up to the value N = 1600 (kN), whereas tests GG07 and GG08 a
phase of initial vertical loading up to N = 1600 (kN) and then unloading down to N = 200 (kN)
(cf. Figure 12).
Table VI presents the values of the macroelement parameters used in the calculation. The results
are presented in Figure 13 (tests GG03 and GG07) and in Figure 14 (tests GG04 and GG08). The
following remarks can be retained with respect to the procedure of parameter calibration and the
comparison between measured and predicted behaviour:
0 are given directly in [14]. From K 0 , the values of K 0 and
• The values of Nmax and K NN
NN
VV
0
are back-calculated assuming a value of the soil Poisson’s ratio  = 0.25 and using the
K MM
0 has been
relationships for circular footings presented in Table I. Note that the value of K VV
reduced by a factor of 0.6 because the soil is expected to exhibit a shear modulus increasing
with depth. The reduced value gives better results with respect to the observed behaviour.
• An ellipsoidal bounding surface described by Equation (19) is introduced in the model for
the description of the soil plasticization mechanism, with the parameters Q V,max, Q M,max
being determined by observation of the force path in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The
values of these parameters are chosen so that the bounding surface is tangent to the observed
force path. Note that in contrast to the case of cohesive soils, these parameters loose their
clear physical interpretation (maxima of horizontal force and moment) when frictional soils
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Figure 12. Description of swipe tests presented in [14] and simulated with the macroelement.
Table VI. Numerical parameters for simulation of the swipe tests GG03, GG04, GG07
and GG08 as presented in [14] using the proposed macroelement formulation.
Parameter

Unit

Value

D
Nmax

(m)
(N)

0.1
2025

0
K NN

(N/m)

2×107

0
K VV
0
KM
M
Q V ,max

(N/m)

107

(Nm)
(—)
(—)
(—)
(—)
(◦)
(—)
(—)

3×104
0.11
0.09
0.65
1.5
21
0.04 K0NN
1.2

Q M,max



int

h0
p

are concerned. However, they can readily be determined with the help of swipe tests such as
GG03 (for Q V,max) and GG04 (for Q M,max ).
• The observed behaviour in the Q N − Q V plane suggests a frictional soil–footing interface with
◦
int = 21 , which defines the sliding mechanism to be introduced in the macroelement. As it
was explained in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 this is introduced as two Mohr–Coulomb branches and
it is shown in Figure 13(a). It is noted that this value is identified with the interface friction
angle int and should not be confused with the soil friction angle , which is significantly
larger (around ≈ 41◦) as reported in [14].
• The uplift mechanism in the macroelement is defined by the non-linear hyperelastic model
described in Section 2.3 with numerical parameters given for a circular footing in Table II.
The parameter  defining the curve of uplift initiation from Equation (30) is set equal to
 = 1.5 as generally suggested in [31].
• The problem of angular points at the intersection of the bounding surface with the Mohr–
Coulomb branches is treated herein with option b) of section 2.6, i.e. with a unique nonassociated flow rule for both mechanisms. For the plastic potential defining the flow rule, we
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Figure 13. Tests GG03 and GG07 presented in [14] and results obtained with the macroelement: (a) force path in the space of the normalized forces (plane Q N − Q V ) and (b)
force-displacement diagram (normalized).

Figure 14. Tests GG04 and GG08 presented in [14] and results obtained with the macroelement: (a) force path in the space of the normalized forces (plane Q N − Q M ) and (b)
moment–rotation diagram (normalized).
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follow a prescription proposed in [16]: non-associativity is imposed by modifying accordingly
the component of plastic displacements in the direction of q N . A plastic potential of the form
(33) is thus introduced:
2 
2

QM
QV
2
g(Q) = Q N +
+
−1 = 0.
(33)
Q M,max
Q V,max
The increment of plastic displacements is thus written:
⎛ pl ⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
q̇ N
*g /*Q N
* f BS /*Q N
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
pl ⎟
q̇ pl = ⎜
⎝ q̇V ⎠ =  ⎝ *g /*Q V ⎠ =  ⎝ * f BS /*Q V ⎠ .
pl
*g /*Q M
* f BS /*Q M
q̇

(34)

M

•

•

•

•

In (33) and (34) the parameter  is the non-associative parameter of the plastic potential and
 the plastic multiplier. For  = 1, the model is associated. For the parameter  we adopt the
value  = 0.65, which is in agreement with corresponding values presented in [16].
The last parameters to be calibrated are the plastic parameters h 0 , p. Because the soil used
in the tests in [14] exhibited a dilative behaviour in vertical loading testing that cannot
be captured by the present model, it was decided to retain the ‘isotropic’ structure of the
plasticity model with only two parameters h 0 , p but to calibrate them directly with respect
to the observed behaviour under horizontal force and moment. The values h 0 = 0.04 K0NN
and p = 1.2 were retained as the best fit parameters. Note that the value of the parameter
p is significantly smaller than the one adopted in the previous application, which indeed
suggests that an ‘anisotropic’ structure for the plasticity model is more relevant with respect
to real behaviour.
Concerning the behaviour under horizontal force, the performance of the model in reproducing
the observed behaviour is satisfactory both in terms of the force path in the space of the
generalized forces and in terms of the force displacement diagram Q V −qV (cf Figure 13). We
can note in particular, that the force path is continuous in the transition from the mechanism
of soil plasticity to the mechanism of sliding (test GG03), which suggests that a combined
mechanism (option (a) in Section 2.6) may yield even more accurate results. Once the force
path hits the Mohr–Coulomb branch, it moves along it in the direction of decreasing Q N and
Q V , which is depicted as a softening phenomenon in the Q V −qV diagram.
With respect to the behaviour under moment loading (cf. Figure 14), the model performs
well in reproducing the force paths and less satisfactorily in obtaining the Q M −q M diagram.
It is important to note how the mechanisms of plasticity and uplift are coupled to yield the
observed behaviour: in test GG04 the initial soil plasticization is important and the mechanism
of soil plasticity prevails in the loading branch of increasing rotation. This leads to a force
path that follows the form of the bounding surface and eventually saturates upon arrival on it.
In test GG08, however, the system is unloaded, so in reloading the soil plasticity mechanism
is much less important and in contrast, the mechanism of uplift is preponderant: as the rotation
of the footing is increased and the footing tends to uplift, the vertical force to be applied on
the footing has to be increased so that its vertical position remains fixed. Note the essential
difference between tests GG07 and GG08: the force paths both follow the rugby-ball shaped
ultimate surface but in different directions. This difference cannot be captured unless the
uplift mechanism is included in the model. The tests reveal that the uplift–plasticity coupling
yields the rugby ball-shaped ultimate surface in the Q M − Q N plane and the sliding–plasticity
coupling the same form of ultimate surface in the Q V − Q N plane.
The introduction of an ellipsoidal bounding surface with radial mapping rule was adopted for
frictional soils as well because of its simplicity, its small number of parameters and its link
with cohesive soils. It exhibits the desired characteristics for the plasticity model and leads
to very satisfactory predictions when coupled with the uplift and the sliding mechanisms,
which is done by default for a frictional soil. It is however by no means restrictive: indeed,
as long as the separation between ultimate surface and bounding surface has been made
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Figure 15. (a) Simple structural model for bridge pier subjected to dynamic loading and (b) acceleration
time history recorded at the Gemona station during the 1976 Friuli earthquake.

clear, bounding surfaces and mapping rules of higher sophistication (as in [21, 22]) may be
introduced for frictional soils. More sophisticated plasticity models are expected to improve
the model performance without altering the basic principle of obtaining the behaviour from
the coupling of the different non-linear mechanisms.
3.3. Application to real structures under dynamic loading
We finally present an application of the proposed model to a real structure subjected to dynamic
loading, which is the essential area of interest for macroelement modelling of foundations. The
extension and the limitations of the model’s validity for dynamic loading conditions has been
discussed in [31, 36]. In the presented example, we compare results for the dynamic response of
a simple structure under earthquake loading obtained using the present macroelement on the one
hand and using the formulation proposed by Paolucci in [23] on the other. In Paolucci’s model
the rugby-ball shaped ultimate surface of the foundation is used as a classical yield surface in a
non-associated elastic-perfectly plastic model for the foundation response. The details of Paolucci’s
formulation as well as numerical values of model parameters can be found in [23]. Concerning
the considered structure, it is an idealized bridge pier with a strip foundation laying on a frictional
soil. This structure is described by a four dof model: 1 dof for the horizontal displacement of the
superstructure and 3 dof (vertical, horizontal and rotational) for the foundation (cf. Figure 15(a)).
The structure is subjected to a real seismic acceleration time history recorded at the Gemona station
during the 1976 Friuli (Italy) earthquake (cf. Figure 15(b)). The values of the structural parameters
describing the considered bridge pier are given in Table VII. The numerical parameters implemented
in the macroelement are given in Table VIII. Note that the static impedances of the foundation
have been replaced by the real and imaginary parts (denoted Cij0 ) of the dynamic impedances of
the foundation as given in [23]. Uplift is described by the parameters for strip footings given in
Table II.
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Table VII. Values of structural parameters for presented application of macroelement to a structure
subjected to dynamic loading.
Description
Mass of the superstructure
Mass of the foundation
Structural stiffness
Structural damping
Sum of centroidal moments of inertia of superstructure and foundation
Height of the superstructure

Parameter

Unit

Value

m1
m0
k1
c1 /ccr
J
H

(kg)
(kg)
(N/m)
(—)
(kg m2 )
(m)

5×104
104
7.9×106
10%
4.8×104
10.8

Table VIII. Values of numerical parameters of the macroelement for presented
application of structure subjected to dynamic loading.
Parameter

Unit

Value

B
Nmax

(m)
(N/m)

4
9.1×106

0
K NN

(N/m)

5×108

0
K VV

(N/m)

5.5×108

0
K MM
0
CNN
0
CVV
0
CMM

(Nm)

1.5×109

(N/m))

106

(N/m)

3×106

(Nm)
(—)
(—)
(—)
(—)
(◦)
(—)
(—)

1.5×107
0.16
0.14
1
2
22
0.1 K0NN
5

Q V ,max
Q M,max



int

h0
p

The results are compared in Figure 16 which presents the force path in the plane Q N − Q M
(cf Figure 16(a)) as obtained by the two macroelements and additionally the moment–rotation
diagram Q M −q M (cf Figure 16(b)). The first diagram reveals that the two macroelements predict
the same maximum moment applied on the footing. Note however, that the ultimate surface used
as a yield surface in Paolucci’s model has been used nowhere in the present macroelement: it
is successfully obtained in an implicit way by the coupling of uplift and plasticity. The diagram
Q M −q M reveals a totally different behaviour between the two models: Paolucci’s model predicts
a classic elastic-perfectly plastic response with cycles of energy dissipation. On the contrary, the
present model predicts a reversible S-shaped moment–rotation diagram: uplift is the preponderant
mechanism as it is expected by noting the high factor of safety FS of the footing (FS>10 as
revealed by Figure 16(a)).
This example emphasizes the importance of introducing within the macroelement the uplift
mechanism coupled with plasticity. The elastic-perfectly plastic model, though capturing correctly
the maxima of the response, gives an erroneous impression concerning the qualitative characteristics
of the moment–rotation diagram and the levels of energy dissipation in the system.

4. CONCLUSIONS: LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented in this paper an original macroelement formulation for shallow foundations. The
model has been built upon the idea of decomposing the global behaviour of the soil–footing system
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Figure 16. Macroelement applied to dynamic loading of simple structures: (a) force path in the space
of the normalized forces (plane Q N − Q M ) and (b) moment–rotation diagram (normalized). Comparison
between the model presented in [23] and the presented model.

into three independent non-linear mechanisms: soil plasticity, sliding and foundation uplift. On one
hand, this allows describing each mechanism by respecting its proper characteristics providing thus
a consistent formulation. On the contrary, it permits unifying the most interesting combinations
of soils and interfaces from the practical point of view: the mechanisms that participate in each
case are easily recognized and the global behaviour is obtained by their coupling offering thus a
deeper qualitative description of the role of each mechanism in the overall response. Additionally,
it throws light onto existing macroelements and the ingredients they use: ultimate surfaces, flow
rules, descriptions of uplift, sophistication of plasticity models, etc.
The constitutive elements of the macroelement are: a non-linear hyperelastic model describing
the non-dissipative and reversible uplift mechanism, a hypoplastic bounding surface formulation
describing the soil irreversible behaviour and a perfectly plastic Mohr–Coulomb criterion for the
sliding mechanism. These three elements are numerically implemented in a totally coupled way
using the classical decomposition of the total displacement increment into a reversible non-linear
elastic component and an irreversible plastic component and also with application of the multimechanism plasticity theory for the coupling of sliding with soil plasticity. They possess a simple
and comprehensive structure with a small number of easily calibrated numerical parameters and
they are not restrictive: they can be replaced by improved, more sophisticated formulations if data
or accuracy criteria indicated so.
The model is mainly intended as a simplified tool to allow effective soil-structure interaction
analyses of structures with most interesting applications in earthquake engineering (‘performancebased design’) and off-shore foundation design. Its validity and usefulness relies on the opportunity
of identifying qualitatively the desired properties of the foundation and incorporating this part of
the structure into global structural models in a simplified yet accurate way. In this respect it has
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to be as simple as possible and should not be viewed as a mere simulator of experiments, even
though it has been satisfactorily validated with respect to experimental results.
Interesting extensions of the model can among others deal with:
a. The treatment of a cohesive frictional soil. Although the ultimate surfaces of shallow foundations on purely cohesive and purely frictional soils have been extensively investigated, the
same is not true for the more general case of a soil with friction and cohesion. Once this gap
has been filled, macroelement formulations can be proposed that comply with the ultimate
loads of footings on such soils.
b. The treatment of embedment depth. The model is valid for foundation configurations with
negligible embedment depth. It is interesting to examine if the present formulation could fill
the gap between a shallow foundation and a Caisson-type foundation with minor modifications. Some interesting experimental results exist towards this direction, presented in [50].
c. An extension of the plasticity model for a more accurate description of cyclic loading and
uplift–plasticity coupling. In particular it is desirable, for cyclic moment loading conditions,
to describe the ‘second-order’ effects that may arise at the foundation interface: rounding of
soil surface, change of the effective footing dimension and bearing vertical force, etc.
Additional perspectives of the macroelement with respect to dynamic loading have been
discussed in [31]: they refer to a better description of the dynamic impedances of the foundation,
the role of pore water pressure, the role of inertial forces on the shape and the size of the bounding
surface, etc.

NOMENCLATURE
Latin
a
A
B
c0 , 䉮c
c, cint
d
D
f BS (Q)
g(Q)
G
h
h0
H
H
I(P)
JF
Kij , i, j = N, V , M
K0ij , i, j = N, V , M
K ij , i, j = N, V , M
K ij0 , i, j = N, V , M
L
M
N
Nmax
n

characteristic dimension of strip or circular footing
footing area (or area/length for strip footing)
width of strip footing
soil cohesion at the surface of the ground, vertical cohesion gradient
cohesion of the soil and the interface
depth of soil layer
diameter of circular footing
analytical expression of bounding surface
analytical expression of plastic potential surface
elastic shear modulus of the soil
scalar quantity used for the definition of the plastic modulus
numerical parameter used for the definition of the scalar quantity h
height (of a superstructure)
(normalized) generalized plastic modulus
image point on the bounding surface of a point P
mass moment of inertia of the foundation
normalized elements of the elastic stiffness matrix
normalized static impedances of the foundation
dimensional elements of the elastic stiffness matrix
dimensional static impedances of the foundation
length of strip footing
moment applied on the footing
vertical force applied on the footing
maximum centred vertical force supported by the footing
unit normal vector on the bounding surface
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p
qi , i = N, V , M
q
q̇ el , q̇ pl
el
q M,0
Q i , i = N, V , M
Q
Q M,0
Q V,max, Q M,max
V
u, u̇, ü
W
W
x, y, z

parameter of the plasticity model: plastic response in reloading
normalized kinematic parameters of the macroelement
vector of normalized kinematic parameters of the macroelement
increments of elastic and plastic parts of the vector of
kinematic parameters
elastic normalized rotation angle at the moment of uplift initiation
normalized force parameters of the macroelement
vector of normalized force parameters of the macroelement
uplift initiation normalized moment
parameters used for the definition of the bounding surface
horizontal force on the footing
displacement, velocity and acceleration field
normalized work of external forces
dimensional work of external forces
Cartesian coordinates

Greek
, ,



min




, 
0 , 0int
, int

numerical parameters of the uplift approximate relationships
admissible displacement associated with uplift
numerical parameter for uplift initiation in elastoplastic soil
rotation angle
distance between current stress point and its image point
minimum attained value of during loading history
Poisson’s ratio
parameter of non-association of the plastic potential
soil mass density
normal, tangential traction on an interface
tension cut-off of the soil and the interface
friction angle of the soil and the interface
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